**CROSSWORD PUZZLE**

**Horizontal**


**Vertical**


A new development in army ordnance, destined to revise modern warfare and to bankrupt Krupp, Skoda, Vickers, Winchester, and the Springfield Arsenal, was displayed by representatives of the Ordnance Department at its annual clambake last night. The Army is to turn from the conventional rifle and machine gun to the more effective weapon which is illustrated above—the spear.

When asked to explain the change, the Colonel said, “The spear is the logical weapon with which to arm all Americans. It appeals to them naturally, for it is one of those things which can be pitched at any time.”

**T. M. Lab To Test Spear**

Specimens have been sent to the T. M. lab for tests on compression, tension, ductility, and modulus of rupture. Course XIX is trying to improve the weapon by adding a duralumin handle, while Course XVIII has been making a table of the trajectories required for various sorts of penetrations.

The only objections raised to the adoption of the new weapon were voiced by the Economics department which stated that, assuming ideal conditions, it forecast a grave depression in the armaments industry with possible international results.

**KO SEX MURDERS TODAY**

Sex news on sex, murders, or sex-des graces this issue. Sensational, sensational stories will get your blood boiling. If you have ever put a girl on a truck or have sown any wild oats let us know about it. If you are a piker, eat gold-fish instead and make the headlines.
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